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By Martinez, Antonio Garcia

Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: HarperCollins US | Obscene Fortune and Random Failure in
Silicon Valley | LIARS POKER meets THE SOCIAL NETWORK in an irreverent exposé of life inside the
tech bubble, from industry provocateur Antonio García Martínez, a former Twitter advisor,
Facebook product manager and startup founder/CEO. Now available as a mass market paperback!
| Imagine a chimpanzee rampaging through a data center powering everything from Google to
Facebook. Infrastructure engineers use a software version of this "chaos monkey" to test online
services&apos; robustness-their ability to survive random failure and correct mistakes before they
actually occur. Tech entrepreneurs are society&apos;s chaos monkeys, disruptors testing and
transforming every aspect of our lives, from transportation (Uber) and lodging (Airbnb) to
television (Netflix) and dating (Tinder). One of Silicon Valley&apos;s most provocative chaos
monkeys is Antonio García Martínez.After stints on Wall Street and as CEO of his own startup,
García Martínez joined Facebook&apos;s nascent advertising team, turning its users&apos; data
into profit for COO Sheryl Sandberg and Chairman and CEO Mark "Zuck" Zuckerberg. Forced out
in the wake of an internal product war over the future of the company&apos;s monetization
strategy, García Martínez eventually landed at rival Twitter. He also fathered two children...
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This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out of this created e pdf. You are going to
like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er

Good electronic book and valuable one. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Lisette Schim m el-- Lisette Schim m el
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